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The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
provides real-time data during a major
flood or earthquake, delivers more than
100,000 pages of earth and biological
science information through the Internet,
promotes standards for data sharing, and
preserves massive archives of earth systems information for long-term research
and monitoring in the areas of hazards,
resources, and the environment. This fact
sheet provides a glimpse of how the
USGS manages data and information in
terms of electronic information dissemination, discovery tools, and archiving.
Also highlighted are examples of partnerships formed to jointly develop innovative
information technology and products.
The 1996 merger of the USGS with the
National Biological Service and the
inerals information component of the
irmer Bureau of Mines is noteworthy;
the new USGS has vastly more information and interdisciplinary scientific
capability than ever before.
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Forecasters and emergency officials receive real-time
flood data via satellite.

Whitewater enthusiasts and others request real-time
flow data for every State. (Photo by Carter Hearn,
USGS.)

Washington during the record flooding
in February 1996. In Oregon's Willamette

by discipline (water, geology, mapping,
biology) or by public issues, such as
environment, hazards, resources, and
information access. The server also
provides news releases and information
on events such as the Pacific Northwest
flooding in January 1997, as well as key
contacts at the USGS. The main server is
one of more than 150 USGS servers
nationwide.
The USGS has developed online product
search and order tools so that any time of
the day or night the public can access
catalogs containing an array of digital
image and map products. The Global
Land Information System (GLIS) allows
users to customize queries from personal
computers or workstations anywhere in
the world. Users can find the exact products that meet their needs and. in many
cases, can view a sample of the product
right on their PC screen. Since GLIS
added its World Wide Web interface in
1996, the number of self-service online
searches has increased from 4,000 per
month to 17,000 per month. Also in
1996. GLIS searchable product invento-

Creative Partnerships
The USGS has formed partnerships with
an array of Federal, State, and private
sector partners to develop innovative
information technology and products.
On-Demand Map Distribution
Technology
As the Nation's largest civilian mapping
agency, the USGS has more than 74,000
map titles in stock and distributes more
than 6 million maps annually to people
around the world. To better serve these
customers, the USGS has entered into
partnership agreements with the private
sector to develop technology for rapid
customized product dissemination. The
USGS and 3M of St. Paul, Minn., signed
a cooperative research and development
agreement (CRADA) in 1996 to develop
on-demand map printing and for 3M to
develop a series of commercial instant
map-printing systems. The 3M engineers
will be working with USGS cartographers
to develop a system allowing USGS
customers to print a specific topographic
map in a matter of minutes. Cost savings
result from decreasing the USGS printed
map inventory while customers gain
rapid access to all USGS map products.
Under another CRADA, the USGS and
Sprint Corporation are exploring the use
of advanced, high-speed wide-area networks to remotely archive, access, and
deliver image data sets that exceed 1
billion bytes. In 1996, the system was
tested when the USGS transferred digital
imagery to NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center at an average speed of 1.12
million bytes per second. Target communication speeds of up to 1 billion bits per
second will greatly enhance the USGS's
ability to provide timely and complete
scientific and technical information to the
public, while Sprint benefits from the
transfer of cooperatively developed technology for high-speed communication.
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InterNetwork Media, Inc., and the USGS have
created a CD-ROM called GeoMedia to help
students experience the wonder and power of the
Earth and its cycles of change.

knowledge to use scientific fact-finding
methods to develop solutions. Using
GeoMedia . children are more apt to
comprehend a concept by interacting
with information that sparks their
curiosity.
GeoMedia was developed jointly with
InterNetwork Media, Inc.. under a
CRADA to stimulate innovative technological approaches to teaching science.
GeoMedia is a component of the
USGS Learning Web, a part of the USGS
home page on the World Wide Web
dedicated to K-12 education, exploration,
and life-long learning. The Learning Web
is a collection of educational resources
and teaching activities that can be used in
the classroom to teach earth science
concepts. Please explore educational
resources at
<URL: http://www.usgs.gov/education>

Educational Products

Electronic National Atlas

The USGS provides educators and
students with tools to understand earth
science. For example, GeoMedia , an
educational CD-ROM for students
between the ages of 10 and 14, uses
interactive multimedia technology to give
students exciting new possibilities for
navigating through multiple layers of
information. The goal of GeoMedia is
to instill in children a sense of wonder,
an understanding of scale, and the

In 1970, the USGS published its first and
only National Atlas of the United States
of America. It was a 400-page, oversize,
12-pound volume. Work has begun on a
new National Atlas that will be produced
with three innovative differences. First,
the new Atlas will be primarily an electronic product. Second, the audience for
this Atlas will encompass home computer
users. And finally, the new Atlas will
exploit information access and delivery

technologies that did not exist in 1970. In
addition to having high-quality, smallscale maps, the Atlas will include authoritative geographic and statistical data s
on CD-ROM. These data will be collected and integrated under a consistent
set of standards. The Atlas will also
include easy-to-use software for data
display, query, and customized map
making. The product will include hot
links to certified Atlas sites on the World
Wide Web, allowing access to related
real-time and regional data. Descriptive
information, products, and software
programs will also be delivered through
the Internet.
New customers will be served by the
Atlas. In the early 1970's, the National
Atlas was typically found in the reference col lections of libraries across the
United States. Educators and government organizations were also primary
customers for the original Atlas. Because
it sold for $ 100, not many Americans
added the Atlas to their home libraries.
The new National Atlas is crafted for
individuals who own home computers,
thus extending the value of USGS
science into the American home. The
USGS is forming strategic alliances with
private sector partners to gather and
analyze customer information and to
assess the market for the National Atlas.
Efforts in 1997 will concentrate on
clarifying customer needs and expectations and then using this information to
enhance product development.
The new Atlas will provide a graphical
interface to the enormous spatial data
holdings of the Federal Government. It
will provide authoritative views of
scientific, societal, and historical
information with easy-to-use tools to
display, manipulate, and query Atlas data
so that customers can produce their own
relevant information. The Atlas will
make information more accessible to
individual Americans and provide links
to current and real-time events. The new
Atlas will weigh less than 12 pounds; far
less!
Information Sharing
The USGS leads in the cooperative
development of standards for information
exchange. The USGS is a key partner in
developing the National Spatial Data
Infrastructure (NSDI). The NSDI is a
1994 Presidential initiative that reaches
out to the entire community of individuals
and organizations who use geographic

